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Abstract: Recently the attention of various socio-political and military spheres has begun shifting towards the topic of
megacities. Megacities are vast metropolitan areas that have a dense population and a complex, multi-surface infrastructure.
The United States Army has been a leader in preparing for the inevitable future engagement in one of these settings around the
world. Our study set out to gauge which of the military’s protective technologies would be best utilized with an understanding
of the mission and megacity classification. We then provided a recommendation based on additional cost considerations. The
resulting decision support tool outputs differing protective capabilities based on what city is being engaged with, the
classification it falls under, the mission it is being conducted in line with and additional sub-criteria that differentiate what truly
matters in differing megacity contexts.
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1. Introduction
With the ever-changing battlefield landscape and the rapid growth of dense urbanization, the U.S. Army has a keen
interest in looking at future operations in megacity environments. Megacities, commonly defined as “cities of over ten million
people,” are vast in terms of size and complex in terms of infrastructural, political and social considerations (Bugliarello, 1999,
p.1). It is imperative that the Department of Defense, the United States Army, and policy-makers embrace, analyze, and
establish new operational guidelines and strategies for megacities. These dense urban centers, due to their inherent complexity,
are opportune environments for hosting threats and will continue to grow over time. The future inevitability of interacting
within one of these megacities as well as any internal threats it possesses heightens U.S. operational interest in the matter. This
study aims to define megacities through “Tier” based categorization and to facilitate the creation of a decision tool that reflects
realistically predicted megacity settings and scenarios. Furthermore, this study will determine the value of available force
protection system alternatives through value modeling based on raw data and stakeholder input.
By analyzing the literature on megacity environments, our team gained a holistic understanding of the characteristics
of megacities. These various characteristics will allow us to create a support tool to assist in the military decision-making
process, particularly to determine the desirability of using force protection items the U.S. Army currently owns. The tool is
conceptually designed by the thought process that the U.S. Army’s needs to evaluate decision-making in foreign cities through
a two-part lens: the accomplishment of the mission and the minimization of the social and political cost of operations.
This paper takes the conceptual understandings of megacities and applies them to a methodological process for using
Army force protection measures under differing mission sets. Section 2 of this paper explores the various literature that provides
a baseline understanding of the complex dynamics and relation to the Army’s position with force protection. Section 3 of this
paper explores the methodological process utilized to recommend the best application of force protection measures based on a
variety of considerations in megacities. Section 4 provides the results and analysis gained from the study and the decision
support tool. Lastly, Section 5 presents the final conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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